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Features of “Breath Mentor”

User’s Guide
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Intraoral adjustment and placement are made easy
with separate maxillary and mandibular pieces.

Breath-mentor is an innovative intraoral device that helps to open your airway with
easy by advancing your lower jaw forward. It is effective in the prevention of snoring
and obstructive sleep apnea.
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The screw located at the maxillary anterior region allows
an easy adjustment of mandibular advancement.
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The mandibular piece is originally set 4mm advanced in respect to the centric relation of the user.
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Each user may have a different degree of the mandibular advancement when using the device.
In general, the mandibular piece is advanced 6~7 mm. However the degree of the advancement
can be adjusted based on the user’s discomfort level as well as the degree of snoring.
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A slight advancement of the mandible allows to
open mouth.
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Advancement of the mandibular piece can be achieved by placing the key on the metal key
hole located in the maxillary piece. Rotate the key following the arrow for one click in order to
expand 0.2mm. 5 clicks advance the mandibular piece by 1mm.
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Minimal wear and high tolerance to lateral (excursive)
movements due to its simple structure.
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The mandibular piece comes originally 4mm advanced in respect to the centric relation.
The device can be used with additional 2~3 mm expansion.

For further information, please contact us.
Contact information is provided on the next page. Thank you.
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Helps to minimize the occurrence of an ulcer and
damages to the buccal mucosa by alleviating compression
of the cheek when sleeping sideways.
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We are looking for partners

Designed to allow slight lateral (excursive) movements

There is an increasing number of people who suffer from snoring and obstructive sleep apnea,

of bruxism which may occur during REM sleep.

and interests in the therapy for snoring and OSA are growing.
The market for intraoral devices such as Mandibular Advancement Device is exponentially
growing as experts in the field agree on its effectiveness and convenient use.
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Adjustment for extra vertical range of motion

At this exhibition we are looking for a partner from each country who would like to start a business with us.
Partners from each country will pay a loyalty for a given period to have the sole right for the

For patients who need mouth breathing or an extra vertical
dimension, please remove with a bur the resin saw-tooth
shown in red in the diagram on the left.

production and sales of the product.
The brochure has a further product description and a diagram along with contact information to reach us.
Detailed diagrams and videos are available through our blog and QR code.
This product is patented in korea, and an international patent in Japan, China, EU, and USA is
currently in progress.

